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Abstract
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1. Introduction/background
The long‐term vision of PHENOMEN project is to harness the potential of combined phononics,
photonics and radio‐frequency electronic signals to lay the foundations a new information technology
based on the manipulation of phonons and their coupling to photons and RF electronics. Here we report
progress made in the 6‐month period from month 7 to month 12. PHENOMEN is advancing firmly
towards cavity opto‐mechanics to prove the concept of GHz‐frequency phononic circuits in a silicon chip
working at room temperature and consuming low power.

2. Description of the deliverable
An overview is provided of the research progress from month 7 to month 12, per partner and
workpackage, in experiments, samples design and fabrication, calculations and modelling, which are
reported in an extended manner in the deliverables due at month 12. New research staff recruited and
main equipment acquisition, per partner are included. Training activities and dissemination work at
project level form an integral part of this short report.

3. Project objectives for period M7‐M12
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)

Go beyond the actual theoretical framework and design integrated NOMS and RF components at
circuit level (WP1).
Improve the design of existing opto‐electro‐mechanical structures and create new ones (WP1).
Define, design, fabricate and characterize the basic components for OM based phononic circuitry:
sources, detectors, phonon processing devices (WP2).
Consolidate activities in WP3 based on progress in WP1 and WP2.
To monitor the work of partners as per work package and of the project as a whole (WP4).
To coordinate dissemination and exploitation activities (WP4).
To liaise with the EC services for project monitoring. Work progress and achievements for period
M7‐M12. Coordinate for the first year project review (WP4).

4. Work progress and achievements for period M7‐M12
4.1. Progress per partner
4.1.1. USTL
We worked on phonon propagation in a nanobeam containing coupled cavities and we implemented
the initiation of some related works. We developed a method for the evaluation of the optomechanic
coupling rate, which is an extension of our earlier work to arbitrary geometries. Finally, in collaboration
with UNIVPM, we initiated a calculation about a new promising route, agreed by the consortium,
namely the possibility of generating and detecting coherent phonons by means of electrical instead of
optical pumping.
4.1.1.1. Coupled cavities in a nanobeam waveguide: mode analysis and transmission spectra
(Task 1.1, deliverables D3.2 and D4.3).
We showed that the overlap of two closely spaced phononic cavity modes leads to the formation of
symmetric and antisymmetric modes, which can be used for the modulation of their frequencies and
quality factors. Moreover, we demonstrated the efficient coupling of cavity modes with the modes of a
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phononic waveguide connected between the two phononic cavities. We show that such coupling can be
used to route, control and modulate phononic cavity modes over large distances between cavities.
In figure 1, we show the schemes of the two considered structures where the cavities are linked directly
(panel (a)) or through a straight phononic waveguide between them (panel (b)).

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Schematic presentation of the phononic nanobeam including two defects with the schematic
representation (a) “- o4 x oN x o4 -” and (b) “-o4 x o4 - o4 x o4 -”.

We started to study how emission of phonons from the two coupled cavities can be tuned when the
creation of phonons in each cavity is driven by an external source (potentially by optomechanic effect).
In this preliminary work, we inserted an acoustic source inside each cavity and assumed a phase shift
between the emission of each source. This phase shift comes in addition to the phase shift for travelling
from one cavity to the other. Consequently, the relative transmission of the cavities towards the left or
towards the right side of the phoxonic crystals can be tuned as illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Transmittance at ports P1 and P2 in a corrugated nanobeam with two symmetric sources as a
function of the phase shift between the sources. Two distances have been considered (a) d = 1.05µm
corresponding to an additional phase  = - and (b) d = 1.05µm corresponding to an additional phase  =
-.

Another related work started in July 2017 (month 11) was to develop a quantum mechanical modeling
of coupled optomechanic cavities. Among the main goals of this approach, one can mention the
synchronization of the mechanical coupled resonators and the investigation of a mechanical PT‐
symmetry geometry for non‐reciprocal phonon transmission. Further studies will concern non‐linear
phenomena and control of chaos.
Finally, a preliminary work was also started to show that if the symmetry of the nanobeam is broken by
the introduction of an asymmetric defect (either intentionally or accidentally), an incident wave of a
given polarization can partly be converted to another mode of the nanobeam at the exit. This
investigation will be further continued by inserting such asymmetry in a cavity.
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4.1.1.2. Alternative approach of cavity optomechanic interactions in analogy with Brillouin light
scattering theory
(Task 1.2, see Deliverable D1.1 and its appendix 1)
In this approach, it is assumed that the scattering between an incident light and the acoustic vibrations
in the structure, associated with a phonon, gives rise to a scattered light satisfying the conditions for the
conservation of energy and momentum. This is in contrast with the case of stimulated Brillouin
scattering in optical fibres where two incident lights of very close frequencies are launched into the
fibre and scatter with each other to create or annihilate a phonon. From a classical point of view, the
approach consists of considering the modulation of light by the acoustic vibrations in the structure.
More precisely, since the velocity of light is much faster than the acoustic velocity, the scattering
properties of the incident light (frequency of a cavity mode, transmission or reflexion coefficients) can
be studied at different instants of the acoustic period, assuming that the structure is frozen at each
instant. This modulation of the optical properties is stronger if the acousto‐optic coupling between the
photon and the phonon is stronger. Therefore, the amplitude of the modulation provides the
information about the strength of the phonon‐photon interaction, hence the magnitude of the
optomechanical (OM) coupling rate.
Actually, the theoretical approach becomes very similar to the evaluation of the intensity during a
Brillouin light scattering experiment. For this reason, we made the first calculations in the simple case of
scattering between an incident light of arbitrary incident angle and an acoustic wave propagating in a
homogeneous slab, namely an acoustic Lamb mode of the slab. Indeed, in this simple example, we were
able to compare our simulations results with the experimental measurements of Brillouin light
scattering and we found very good overall agreement, including some features which were not
originally expected.
4.1.1.3. Generation and detection of coherent phonons by electrical means based on the excitation of
surface acoustic waves of piezoelectric materials
This part contains our preliminary calculations, started in July 2017 in collaboration with UNIVPM, about
the possibility of generating and detecting coherent phonons by means of electrical instead of optical
pumping. Namely, the excitation of surface acoustic waves on a piezoelectric material (AlN in our case)
deposited on the Si membrane by means of Inter‐Digitated Transducer (IDTs). A scheme is presented in
Fig. 3. Indeed, such an electrical manipulation of phonons would allow an extra degree of freedom to
study new phenomena, more functionalities and a better performance. The interest in this structure
came from the discussion at the Helsinki meeting (May 2017) where the consortium agreed on a well‐
defined on‐chip general architecture for the final implementation of the PHENOMEN devices. In our
work, we concentrated especially on the part of this architecture which is the phononic circuit shown in
Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Schematic representation of the phonon generation and detection by electrical means using IDTs on a
piezoelectric AlN film deposited on the Si membrane. The generated surface acoustic wave is directed towards the
nanobeam where the optomechanic effects take place.
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The multilayer structure is composed of Al IDT’s deposited on an AlN piezoelectric material, a thin Si
membrane, a SiO2 layer and finally the Si substrate. The objective is to insert the surface acoustic wave
(SAW) generated on this structure into the nanobeam structure (actually, a nanoplate in our preliminary
calculations) which will contain the phoxonic crystal and its cavities.
The conclusions, summarized in Figure 4, are the followings. First, it seems from panel (a) that the
generation of the SAW on the proposed substrate will be possible. More importantly, it is likely that this
SAW can be inserted efficiently into a nanoplate or a nanobeam. Of course, the parameters and
especially the thicknesses of the constituting layers should be optimized in order to play with the shape
and localization of the SAW and finally make its insertion into the nanobeam as efficient as possible.

Figure 4. (a) Calculation at 1.6 GHz of the real part of the component v of the displacement field. (b) transmission
curve through the Si nanoplate. (c) (top and medium): variation of the real and imaginary parts of the u component
through the nanoplate in the direction of propagation @1.6 GHz and (bottom) the corresponding spatial Fourier
transform. (d) Dispersion curve of the 220 nm Si nanoplate.

The analysis of the displacement fields in the nanoplate as a function of the position in space (panel (c))
reveals that its spatial Fourier transform (bottom part in panel (c)) contains essentially two wave
vectors. At the excitation frequency of 1.6 GHz, these wave vectors are exactly those of the A0 and S0
Lamb modes of the nanoplate (panel (d)). In other words, the part of the SAW which has been inserted
in the nanoplate is converted into the Lamb modes of the plate. The relative magnitude of the A0 and S0
Lamb modes can be obtained from the amplitudes of the corresponding wave vectors in the bottom
figure in panel (c).
The next step in our calculations will be to replace the homogeneous nanobeam by a structured
nanobeam containing the phoxonic crystals and the required cavities.
Calculations in progress:
1. We have developed simulation tools to study the propagation of both phonons and photons in
nanobeams containing cavities. The modeling effort will now concern: (i) the introduction of dissipation
in the phonon propagation; (ii) the continuation of the calculations on the non‐reciprocal or
unidirectional transmission, using both the simulation methods and quantum mechanical model
approach; (iii) the continuation of the study on mode conversion in nanobeams containing defect
asymmetry, either intentional or accidental.
Page 6 of 25
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2. The developed simulation method for the calculation of optomechanical couplings will be applied to
the devices which are useful in the experimental works.
3. The preliminary calculations on the coherent generation and detection of phonons have opened
several issues, first to optimize the structure for the excitation of the surface acoustic waves and their
insertion into the phoxonic nanobeam, then to include the phonon source as one part of more
elaborated devices proposed by the consortium.
New people appointed:
Alexander Korovin is hired from January 2017 for a post‐doctoral position of 12 months. Philippe Dorwé
is hired from June 2017 for a post‐doctoral position of 12 months.
Training/exchanges and dissemination
1. Dr. Tapani Makkonen spent one week at USTL in May 2017 developing COMSOL models for PnCs.
2. Prof. Luca Pierantoni was a guest professor at USTL (9‐22 July 2017), i) providing three IEEE
lectures/seminars (included topics related to PHENOMEN), and ii) working on WP1.
3. Dr. Davide Mencarelli spent one week at USTL (9‐15 July 2017), i) providing a lecture related to
PHENOMEN and ii).
4. Ing. Matteo Stocchi spent one week at USTL (16‐22 July 2017), working on WP1.
Publications, conferences
1. Conference paper to be presented orally at NANOP 2017 (Nanophotonics and micro/nano optics,
Barcelona, 13‐15 September 2017).
Title: “Transmission of optical signals in coupled cavity resonators based on quasi‐one‐dimensional
periodic nanobeam based structures” by A. Korovin, Y. Pennec and B. Djafari Rouhani
2. Manuscript submitted for publication: “Strong coupling of phononic cavity modes in 1D corrugated
nanobeam” by A. Korovin, Y. Pennec and B. Djafari Rouhani
4.1.2. UNIVPM
4.1.2.1. Full‐wave model of electromagnetic‐Continuum Mechanics (EM‐CM)
(Reported in detail in D1.1 and D3.2)
We are working with the theoretical investigation and numerical implementation of a full‐wave model
of the ElectroMagnetic‐Continuum Mechanics (EM‐CM) coupled physics, as shown in Fig. 5 The first
model is based on the Transformation Optics (TO) method, which, fundamentally, inserts the
mechanical displacement of the resonant cavity into the e.m. constitutive parameters. The latter
position allows us to take into account the moving boundaries effect which, in turn, are combined with
the previously implemented photo‐elastic effect, thus providing a complete self‐consistent modelling of
the EM‐CM. For the definition of the EM‐CM PDE system we are implementing a computational
platform based on COMSOL Multiphysics.
The Eulerian coordinates, in which the Maxwell equations are solved are not able to take into account
for the mechanical displacement, defined, in turn, in Lagrangian coordinates. The TO method represents
an elegant and efficient solution to the problem: a deformation of the coordinate system turns into a
change of the e.m. material parameters such as the permittivity and the permeability . For the
special case of optomechanics, TO is used to take into account for the time‐varying boundaries of the
domain under investigation, making then possible to consider the moving boundary.
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Figure 5. Sketch of the four coupling contributions to an optomechanical interaction.

The main features of TO can be summarized as: i) inclusion of moving boundaries and moving space, ii)
multimodal analysis, both optical and mechanical, iii) rigorous simulation of space transients, iv)
simultaneous simulation of backward and forward waves, resonating in the cavity, v) easy inclusion of
optical/mechanical losses.
4.1.2.2 – Preliminary considerations on the generation and propagation of coherent phonons.
In this section, we consider a multilayer structure, made of Si/SiO2 layers, with an AlN piezoelectric
layer on top, mechanically excited by an interdigitated (IDT) electrode structure. Further developments
are described in the Section 4.1.1.2., as a result of the collaboration between UNIVPM and USTL groups.
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Figure 6. Si/SiO2 multilayer: a) resonant frequency, b) resonant displacement for different values of W.
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Figure 7. Excitation of a Si/SiO2 multilayer with an additional Si layer (with respect to the structure of Fig. 6) just
below the active layer: a) resonant frequency, b) resonant displacement for different values of W.
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In figures 6 and 7 we show the resulting resonant frequency of the unit cell, of thickness W, of a
periodic IDT structure for two different multilayers shown in the insets, as a function of W. As expected,
the excitation frequency scales down with W. In Fig. 7, an additional Si layer below the AlN layer, has
been included. In fact, in both cases the displacement distribution normalized to 1 becomes more
focused in the AlN layer as the periodicity W increases. Although the SiO2 layer appears to be a
preferred waveguide for displacement modes, due to lower sound velocity, by acting on W it seems
possible to shift the excitation to the Si layer under AlN, and to inject it into a suspended Si beam
following the excitation region.
4.1.2.3 Transmission line matrix to discretize acoustic waves
(Reported in detail in D1.1 and D3.3)
We have developed the first full‐wave model for the space‐time discretization of the Acoustic Wave
(AWE) equation using the Transmission Line Matrix (TLM) method. Such a TLM model, based on a
symmetrical condensed node (SCN) derivation, is the first step in preparation of Task 1.3 on device
parametrization. This would also provide a new or an alternative method to study of phonon
propagation as well as optomechanical effects in Tasks 1.1 and 1.2. An illustration of the TLM method
applied to acoustic waves is depicted in Fig. 8.

Figure 8. (a) Parallel node for p. (b) Series node for ux.

The concepts of the scattering matrix S and Thevenin's equivalent circuit are used in the formalism.
To demonstrate the applicability of the novel SCN acoustic node, we are currently simulating several
basic problems, e.g., cubic cavities. Once robust results are obtained, we will deal with the
structures/devices under investigation in the project, including the coupling between phonons and
photons in realistic OM systems.
Dissemination activities:
1. D. Mencarelli, Invited Talk, “Modelling of nano‐devices”. An advanced Lecture of Nano‐science
International, November 8, 2016, Center for Frontier Science, Chiba University, Japan.
2. Luca Pierantoni, IEEE Distinguished Lecture, 6th International Conference on “Nanoscience and
Nanotechnology 2016” (N&N2016, Sept. 26‐29 2016), Italian Institute of Nuclear Physics (INFN),
National Laboratories of Frascati‐Rome.
3. Davide Mencarelli, Invited Seminar, “Time‐Harmonic Transformation Optics for Rigorous Simulation
of opto‐mechanical cavities”, at USTL, Lille, France, July 11, 2017.
Training activities
1. Ing. Matteo Stocchi (UNIVPM) spent two weeks at ICN2 (15‐30 June 2017) working on WP1.
2. Prof. Luca Pierantoni was a guest professor at USTL (9‐22 July 2017), i) providing three IEEE
lectures/seminars (included topics related to PHENOMEN), and ii) working on WP1.
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3. Dr. Davide Mencarelli spent one week at USTL (9‐15 July 2017), i) providing a lecture related to
PHENOMEN and ii).
4. Ing. Matteo Stocchi spent one week at USTL (16‐22 July 2017), working on WP1.
Publications in Journals
1. M. Stocchi, D. Mencarelli, L. Pierantoni, “Multi‐physics Simulation of Non‐linear Opto‐Mechanical
Coupling in Micro‐structured resonant cavities”, submitted to IEEE Micr. Magaz.
2. D. Mencarelli, Y. Nishina, A. Ishikawa, L. Pierantoni, S. Bellucci, “THz plasmonic resonances in hybrid
reduced‐graphene‐oxide and graphene patterns for sensing application”, Journal of Optical Data
Processing and Storage, to appear in August 2017.
3. D. Mencarelli, M. Farina, M. Stocchi, L. Pierantoni, “Full‐wave simulation of Opto‐Mechanical
interaction in optical microcavities”, submitted to Applied Physics Letters.
Presentations/Publications in International Conferences
1. L. Pierantoni, T. Rozzi, M. Stocchi, D. Mencarelli, “Eigenvalue approach for the analysis of plasmon
propagation on a graphene layer”, to appear in: 20th European Microwave Week (EuMW 2017), Oct.
8‐13, 2017, Nuremberg, Germany.
2. L. Pierantoni, D. Mencarelli, M. Stocchi, “Accurate analysis of plasmon propagation in metal and
graphene nanostructures”, to appear in: IEEE MTT‐S Int. Micr. Workshop Series on Advan. Mat. And
Proc. (IMWS‐AMP 2017), Sept. 20‐22, 2017, Pavia, Italy.
3. D. Mencarelli, M. Stocchi, L. Pierantoni, “A multi‐physics approach for the analysis and design of
optomechanical cavities”, to appear in: IEEE MTT‐S Int. Micr. Workshop Series on Advan. Mat. And
Proc. (IMWS‐AMP 2017), Pavia, Italy, Sept. 20‐22, 2017, Pavia, Italy.
4. L. Pierantoni, D. Mencarelli, M. Stocchi, “Rigorous simulation of opto‐mechanically modulated
electromagnetic micro‐ and nano‐cavities”, Proc. of the 17th IEEE International Conference on
Nanotechnology (IEEE NANO 2017), July 25‐28, 2017, Pittsburgh, PA, USA.
Calculations in progress:
1) The Transformation Optic method is being extended to include also surface electrostrictive‐force and
radiation‐pressure contributions, which could be relevant in the sub‐µm OM cavities,
2) Complex structures made of cascaded/coupled OM cavities will be designed and fully simulated, in
close connection with USTL group,
3) A TLM condensed‐node able to include optomechanical perturbations, in terms of photoelastic effect
and moving mesh, is being developed and tested starting from a 2D domain, and then passing to the
more computationally demanding 3D domain,
4) The mechanical power flux through a cross section of a phonon waveguide will be used to
orthonormalize modes travelling along a suspended Si nanoplate. This will enable the definition of a
Scattering matrix approach, useful to design/optimize the generation and propagation of coherent
phonons upon piezo‐excitation.
New appointment:
A post‐doctoral position is open at UNIVPM, Department of Information Engineering. The selected
candidate is expected to start working on Sept. 1st, 2017. The research plan includes the use of
scanning microwave microscopy (SMM) for the characterization of materials/devices used in, e.g., OM
and electromagnetism.
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New equipment acquired or ordered:
License for COMSOL Multiphysics® Modeling Software.
License for Quantum Wise Software.
Purchase of 2 Laptops ASUS.
License for Simply Fortran (SF) Compiler.
4.1.3. ICN2
Main achievements
 Experimentally demonstrated phonon lasing at 5 GHz using the dynamical back‐action mechanism.
Thus, this mechanism is ready for its use in generating coherent mechanical oscillations at high
frequency for further phonon processing.
 Phonon lasing using self‐pulsing pumping mechanism was demonstrated for extended mechanical
modes up to 200 MHz. The self‐pulsing frequency has been pushed‐up to 370 MHz and phonon
amplification at 2.6 GHz has been also demonstrated using a 7th harmonic of the optical force.
 First measurements on mechanically linked OM cavities were made. No synchronization reported
yet.
4.1.3.1 Phonon lasing
(Reported in detail in deliverable D2.1).
We have focused on the two mechanisms under study: self‐pulsing and dynamical back‐action.
Self‐pulsing mechanism: we reported on a theoretical insight on the mechanism, which is supported by
numerical simulations to study the possible limits and strategies towards its optimisation. We studied
different regimes that can be triggered in our OM crystals based on this mechanism, namely, pure self‐
pulsing, phonon lasing and chaos. We focused on experimental efforts to enhance the self‐pulsing
frequency, which led to the demonstration of mechanical amplification of a localised mechanical mode
at 2.6 GHz using self‐pulsing. We also focused on bistability and hysteresis of the lasing regime, which
are features that can be exploited for the active functionalities pursued in task 2.3. State switching using
external sources has been also addressed, which will also impact task 2.3.
Dynamical back action: we reported phonon lasing at 5 GHz. The specific requirements for reaching this
regime were discussed.
Finally, beyond the DOW and agreed in the Lille project month 5 meeting, VTT, UPV and ICN2 addressed
the successful fabrication and characterisation of OM crystals made of nanocrystalline silicon (nc‐Si). We
obtained very similar performances than those obtained on a SOI platform, which has opened the route
to a low –cost platform for optomechanics at room temperature.
Synchronization of OM cavities: we started first investigations in a basic scheme depicted in Figure 9.
This experimental configuration consists on a pair of coupled optomechanical cavities placed in parallel.
Mechanical coupling is achieved by joining several mirror cells of two parallel OM photonic crystal
cavities by the stubs. With this scheme it is possible to control the mechanical and the optical coupling
strengths in a quasi‐independent way depending on the design. Indeed, the former can be controlled by
the number of linked tethers between the two‐cavities, enabling a systematic study of absent, weak and
strong mechanical coupling configurations, while the optical coupling between cavities can be
controlled by the distance between them.
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e)

Figure 9. Pairs of coupled optomechanical cavities. FEM simulations of optical (panels a) and b)) and
mechanical (panels c) and d)) eigenmodes of coupled OM cavities. The beams are clamped to a fixed frame by
the left/right sides and the top and bottom tethers. The specific case of two OM cavities that are strongly‐
coupled mechanically and weakly‐coupled optically is illustrated. e) SEM image of one of the structures
fabricated by UPV and characterized at ICN2. In particular, this structure has only one linking tether.

First measurements were performed on a structure similar to that shown in Figure 9. By putting the
tapered fibre in the middle of the two cavities it has been possible to drive both cavities into the
phonon lasing regime for an equivalent mechanical extended mode in an independent way. However, in
this first attempt it was not possible to observe synchronization features since the mechanical
interaction between the two cavities is still too weak. Both cavities oscillate in the lasing regime in an
independent way with respect to the other. In fact, Fig. 10 illustrates this observation, displaying two
independent peaks in the RF spectrum associated to the oscillation of each one of the cavities.

Figure 10. RF spectrum of a pair of coupled cavities linked by one tether. Each cavity has been driven to the phonon
lasing regime by pumping optical modes associated to each of the cavities with a different laser. In the spectrum,
we only observe the superposition of the phonon lasing signal of each of the cavities, i.e., two RF peaks at 94.6
MHz and 95.2 MHz, respectively.

Publications:
D. Navarro‐Urrios, N. Capuj, M. Colombano, P. D. Garcia, M. Sledzinska, F. Alzina, A. Griol, A. Martinez,
C. Sotomayor‐Torres, “Nonlinear dynamics and chaos in an optomechanical beam”, Nature
Communications, 8, 14965 doi:10.1038/ncomms14965 (2017).
A. Toncelli, N. E. Capuj, B. Garrido, M. Sledzinska, C. M. Sotomayor‐Torres, A. Tredicucci, and D.
Navarro‐Urrios, "Mechanical oscillations in lasing microspheres", Journal of Applied Physics, 122,
053101 (2017); doi: http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4997182
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Conferences:
Jeremie Maire et al., Modulation on of coherent phonon emission in optomechanical photonic crystals,
Workshop on OptoMechanics and Brillouin scattering, fundamentals, Applications and Technologies
(WOMBAT), Oral contribution, Besançon (France), 3‐5 July 2017.
G. Arregui et al., Anderson localization to mediate the optomechanical coupling at the nanoscale,
Workshop on OptoMechanics and Brillouin scattering, fundamentals, Applications and Technologies
(WOMBAT), Oral contribution, Besançon (France), 3‐5 July 2017.
D. Navarro‐Urrios et al., Mechanical oscillations in lasing microspheres, E‐MRS 2017, Oral contribution,
Strasbourg (France), May 22 to 26 2017.
New equipment acquired or ordered:
Acquisition of a Keysight Multimeter (Feb. 2017).
Acquisition of a Vector Network analyzer (Feb. 2017).
4.1.4. UPV
Main achievements
 Numerical optimisation of different optomechanical crystal cavities with complete phononic
bandgaps to prevent phonon leakage. In addition, other different phonon extraction designs have
been investigated.
 Production of high‐quality samples containing OM cavities on crystalline and nanocrystalline
released Si nanobeams for testing using the tapered fibre set up by ICN2.
 Fabrication of Si stripes on LiNbO3 wafers for GHz SAW generation.
4.1.4.1 Simulations
(Details in deliverable D2.1)
We have designed different OM cavities with high optomechanical coupling rates and a full phononic
bandgap for the mechanical mode, using COMSOL and RSoft. Here, before the optimisation of these
cavities, a photonic and phononic bandgap analysis of the defect and mirror cell was performed,
followed up by a quadratic variation along the propagation axis to finally build the cavity. In figure 11,
the optical and mechanical band diagrams for the mirror cell of the structure I are presented. It can be
seen than the fundamental acoustic mode (dashed line) is totally confined in the bandgap. The
optomechanical coupling rate has been also calculated which correspond to the coupling between the
optical and mechanical mode profiles presented in the figure.

Figure 11. (a) Photonic and (b) phononic band diagrams of the mirror. (c) Vacuum optomechanical coupling factor
with their contributions (either Photoelastic, PE, or Moving Boundary, MB). (d) FEM simulations of the optical (top)
and mechanical (bottom) mode profiles.
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These designs have the main advantage over previously reported OM cavities that the high‐g
mechanical mode is totally confined within the phononic bandgap, thus avoiding phonon leakage and
increasing the mechanical quality factor. The main parameters of the designs are shown in Table 1,
where the geometry structures are shown as well. Another main advantage of the studied structures is
that the designs enable coupling via lateral bend waveguides, which provides a more compact
integration on‐chip.
Table 1: Main simulated parameters of the optomechanical cavity structures studied and FEM simulations of the
optical mode profile for the different structures with their geometry.

Mechanical
frequency
[GHz]
Optical Q
OM
coupling
factor g/2π
[kHz]

STRUCTURE I

STRUCTURE II

STRUCTURE
III

5.3

9.9

5.8

3.8 10

2.4 10

4 10

600

700

1200

The implementation of a thin slot in the middle of the defect region of a high quality factor OM cavity
was explored to obtain ultra‐small mode volumes. Introducing a slot in a perpendicular nano‐bridge as
can been appreciated in Fig. 12, mechanical modes were found. Such modes display OM coupling g > 1
MHz and provide a new route in order to obtain extreme light concentration at ultra‐small mode
volume for the required wavelength.

Figure 12. OM cavities for achieving
ultra‐high values of g at frequencies
over 10 GHz. The idea is to insert a slot
and an ultra‐thin bridge perpendicular
to it. Simulations are ongoing.

4.1.4.2 Fabrication
(Details in deliverable D2.1)
We fabricated samples containing OM cavities following the designs in Table 1 for testing via
evanescent coupling using tapered fibre loop at ICN2. The required setup is being assembled also at
UPV and it should be ready at the coming months. These samples were characterized at ICN2 but it was
not possible to measure any optical resonance due to some fabrication imperfections. The samples are
now being fabricated again and they will be characterized optically and mechanically at UPV or ICN2.
We also fabricated nanobeam OM cavities on nanocristalline silicon layers built by VTT (see Figure 13).
Experimental characterization at ICN2 premises, during a stay performed by Laura Mercadé and
Leopoldo Martín, showed that nanocrystalline silicon cavities have a performance quite similar to that
exhibited by nominally‐identical crystalline silicon‐on‐insulator OM cavities.
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Figure 13. SEM images of OM cavities on nanocrystalline Si. The 220 nm nanocrystalline Si layers deposited at VTT
premises; Electron lithography, silicon etching and silicon release performed at UPV, experimental characterization
performed at ICN2.

Finally, we fabricated 1D arrays of micrometer‐size amorphous silicon strips on LiNbO3 substrates for
testing of electrical generation of GHz SAWs at CNR.
4.1.4.3 Experimental tests
(Details in deliverable D2.1)
We used a lensed‐fibre butt‐coupling set‐up for spectral characterization in transmission of photonic
waveguides in the wavelength region between 1260 and 1630 nm. This set‐up will be available for the
whole project lifetime and will be upgraded for OM measurements (RF detection). However, high
transmission losses were obtained, which prevented the observation of high‐Q optical resonances.
Therefore, a vertical coupling set‐up was assembled to measure samples with integrated grating
couplers. A new set‐up with tapered fibre will be built at UPV to speed up characterization of OM
cavities by the consortium.
Next task:






Analysis and optimisation of the structures I, II and III to increase the optical quality factor.
Fabrication and optical and mechanical characterization of structures I, II and III (both via grating
couplers with the vertical set‐up and via a new set‐up using evanescent coupling through a tapered
fiber loop).
Set‐up of a fibre‐loop system for direct characterization of OM cavities: The fibre coupling set‐up
includes a fibre pulling station using hydrogen torch, to preserve high transmission in the taper fibre,
a micrometric stage capable of sub‐micrometre accuracy and a high magnification microscope.
Analysis of the introduction of a slot in a defect region of a high Q factor as presented in Fig. 12 as a
function of the slot and bridge width and height.
Provision of samples for the rest of partners (ICN2, CNR)

New people appointed:
Dr. Leopoldo L. Martin was hired on May 2017 to carry out a postdoctoral research within PHENOMEN.
Use of resources:
‐ UPV clean room for sample fabrication.
‐ UPV: fabrication consumables (SOI wafers, resists, etc.)
‐ UPV: small equipment for lab (microscope objective, positioners, etc.).
‐ COMSOL software for numerical simulations.
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Dissemination:
 Laura Mercadé Morales, Alejandro Martínez, “Optomechanical cavity design with a complete
phononic bandgap for a confined 5 GHz acoustic mode,” oral presentation at Workshop on
OptoMechanics and Brillouin Scattering (WOMBAT 2017), Besançon (France), 3‐5 July, 2017.
 Laura Mercadé Morales, Alejandro Martínez, “Totally confined gigahertz mechanical mode with a
complete phononic bandgap for a nano‐optomechanic cavity,” poster presentation at
Nanophotonics and Micro/Nano Optics International Conference NANOP 2017, Barcelona (Spain),
13‐15 September, 2017.
Exchanges and Training:
Laura Mercadé and Leopoldo Martín (UPV) performed a research stay at ICN2 premises (June 19‐23,
2017) for measurement of OM cavities samples fabricated at the UPV clean‐room.
4.1.5. VTT
Relevant work/achievements:
4.1.5.1 Design and modeling
(Details in deliverable D1.1)
VTT has designed and modelled 1D phonon waveguides made out of AlN for above 10 GHz operation.
The simulations show that a full gap will open between 12 and 13 GHz. The waveguides can be
fabricated using the available RF‐MEMS technology and the mask layouts for the test devices are being
drawn. Leaky bulk acoustic wave (BAW) resonators are planned to be used as phonon launchers to
guarantee good coupling to the waveguides and a small footprint of the devices. VTT has also
participated in modelling the SAW phonon launchers based on IDTs on AlN on SOI.

Figure 14. Simulated AlN nanobeam PnC structure showing the dimensions of a single cell. BAW resonators at the
ends of the beam are used for excitation. The nanobeam has a localised mode in the central part at 12.3 GHz and a
relatively broad band gap between 12 and 13 GHz.

4.1.5.2 Nanocrystalline Si‐based OM structures
(Details are reported in deliverable D2.1)
SOI wafers typically used in silicon optomechanics are relatively expensive and the available layer
thicknesses limited. The device layer thickness can be adjusted by thermal oxidation and oxide stripping
but this usually leads to compressive stress in the layer making the fabrication of free‐standing
structures difficult, and the thickness of the buried oxide layer (BOX) is typically fixed by the wafer
vendor.
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VTT has produced alternative substrates for which nanocrystalline silicon (nc‐Si) films are prepared on a
silicon dioxide layer. The process includes thermal oxidation of Si wafers, deposition of amorphous
silicon (a‐Si) on the oxide by LPCVD and annealing to tune the stress of the forming nc‐Si film. The
benefits are that the layer thicknesses can be chosen freely, the stress can be tuned to be slightly on the
tensile side and the low price of the nc‐SOI wafers. OM cavities were fabricated on the first batch of the
nc‐SOI substrates by UVP and the devices were characterised by ICN2. The results are promising as the
behaviour is almost similar as the behaviour of OM cavities fabricated on SOI substrates. The properties
of the nc‐Si films can be tuned by varying the a‐Si layer properties, the annealing temperature and time,
leaving plenty of room for optimisation.

Figure 15. Structure and the layer thicknesses in the first
batch of the nc‐SOI wafers.

The next steps will include surface acoustic wave (SAW) launcher fabrication on the nc‐Si film to
investigate the efficiency of coupling of phonons from an AlN/IDT into the nc‐film and quantify the
potential of the nanocrystalline films in integrated phononics. The device structure will be based on
detailed simulations performed in WP1.
4.1.5.3 An electric field‐driven phonon amplifier in WP3
Currently, integrable amplification elements for phononic circuits are in practice not available. VTT is
investigating the possibility to realise an electric field driven phonon amplifier in which the carriers are
accelerated by the field and provide energy to the mechanical wave in the piezoelectric material. Such a
device was demonstrated already in early 60’s and amplification of 30 dB was reported at about 10
MHz.1 The PHENOMEN approach is targeting to higher frequencies and is based on slightly doped AlN
films in a BAW resonator configuration. The first wafers have been grown in collaboration with the
Aalto University and electrical characterisation and test device design is under way.
Exchanges:
Tapani Makkonen spent one week in March 2017 in Lille to develop COMSOL models for PnCs.
4.1.6. CNR – Instituto Nanoscienze, Pisa
Relevant work/achievements:
4.1.6.1 Phonon sources
Regarding the realization of phonon sources, CNR participated in the discussion with the other partners
involved about the different possible strategies to implement a high‐frequency phonon emitter on chip.
As reported in the WP2 progress, in the consortium we implemented some different ideas such as
improve the thermal decoherence rate and increase the intracavity photon population by using
polycrystalline silicon material. A main activity has been the integration of Surface Acoustic Waves
(SAWs) on the photonic platform.

1

A. R. Hudson and J. H. McFee, Phys. Rev. Lett. 7 (1961).
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The main goal has been the demonstration of phonon detection in piezoelectric materials, as
preliminary stepping stone to move to silicon. After initial trials, we focused on realising a photonic
crystal on a GaAs suspended membrane. On the same device, SAWs can be excited by Interdigitated
Transducers (IDTs), which can be fabricated just by depositing metal on the semiconductor top surface.
The goal of this device is twofold: to get acquainted with SAW technology which will be further
beneficial to the project goals, as described in WP3 and to demonstrate ~GHz phonon detection by
directly probing changes in the transmission/reflection spectra of the photonic crystals when addressed
with SAW‐induced coherent vibrations.
The choice of employing 2D photonic crystals is justified by the fact that both mechanical and photonic
modes are strongly delocalized and have almost a continuous band in the spectrum, with several
photon‐phonon mode pairs with good optomechanical couplings. Therefore, this preliminary
experiment lets us relax some requirements for the spectral tuning of coherent phonon source and
detection bandwidth. As shown in Figure 16, full devices have been already fabricated and their optical
properties tested. The detection experiment is currently ongoing.

Figure 16. (a) Sketch of the final device. SAWs excited by the IDT change the optical properties of the photonic
cristal. (b), (c): SEM micrographs of a detail of the photonic cristal and the interdigitated transductors, respectively.
(d), (e): measured and simulation transmission spectra of a typical device.

At the same time, the technology needed for integrating SAWs on silicon is under study, in collaboration
with VTT, UPVL and ICN2. The next step will be to build AlN IDTs on Si and validate phonon detection in
integrated devices, which will be based on properly engineered nanobeams.
4.1.6.1 Phonon processing devices
(Details in deliverables D3.2 and D4.4)
We develop some concepts for RF phonon processing. The idea is to use a phonons Mach‐Zender
interferometer scheme as a switching element for phonon propagation. After developing passive
waveguides and splitters, a Mach Zender Interferometer (MZI) configuration can be readily devised, as
shown in the sketch in Figure 17, in it the phonon waveguide is represented as a defect in a full‐gap
phononic crystal square lattice arrangement. The input phonon beam enters (1) the device and then is
split into the two arms of the MZI. SAWs can then be introduced to get a phase shift on one arm of the
Mach‐Zender, possibly leading to destructive interference of the phononic beams when they are re‐
joined together (0). By switching the SAW on and off, we can then stop the phonon beams which is
carrying information. Note that the SAW can have a frequency far away from the phonon band gap in
such a way to propagate into the photonic crystal and reach one of the MZI arms.
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Figure 17. Schematic of the phonon switch. A phonon beam (green) in a phononic waveguide is split in two arms of
equal length. In one of the arms a SAW (red) excited by and IDT can then be used to impose a phase shift which
could possibly lead to destructive interference when the beams are joined together.

A very simple estimate of the feasibility of this device can be performed starting from the band
structure of the phononic waveguide. With the number estimated here a speed from tens to one
hundred MHz can be guessed.
Note that proper device simulations would require some more experimental details, such as the
maximum displacement that can be obtained for the SAWs launched in the silicon membrane, which is
currently under study in PHENOMEN. Simulations will be improved and new designs discussed as soon
as more experimental parameters become available.
Finally, it is worth to mention that, if the phase shift induced by the SAWs should reveal to be too small
to fabricate a realistic device, other options such as the fabrication of local ohmic heaters or the use of
external laser sources focused on the MZI arm will be considered.
Use of resources:
‐ Full setup of a characterization laboratory for integrated photonic devices in the near‐infrared range
(durables and consumables).
‐ Consumables for microfabrication of IDTs.
‐ Travel expenses for conferences (META2017) and project meetings.
4.1.7.

MENAPIC

Relevant work/achievements:

We start the exploration of the PPO as an alternative source of coherent phonons.
First steps of design have been carried out. We proposed a first possible solution based on well‐
established semiconductor technologies. Solutions implying the physical properties of novel materials
(their attenuation characteristics, for example) are still in evaluation.
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Dissemination activity:
Menapic was partner & organizer of the CNRS‐School "Son et Lumière" at Les Houches (FRANCE).
A talk and a poster have also presented Menapic contribution within PHENOMEN to the community
from the 17th to 28th of April 2017.
New people appointed:
Dr. Giancarlo Cerulo has been hired by Menapic in February 2017 to carry on the PPO‐related work
within Phenomen.
4.2. Progress at WP level
4.2.1. WP1 Theory and Modelling (leader: IEMN)
Active tasks and work performed:
Task 1.1. Phonon propagation.
Developments of the simulation tools for propagation of phonons and photons in nanobeam
waveguides containing one or several coupled cavities. Preliminary works on the possibility of non‐
reciprocal transmission when the cavities are excited by an external source, possibly by optomechanics.
Preliminary works on mode conversion during the propagation in nanobeams due to asymmetrical
defects.
Task 1.2. Optomechanical coupling and cooperativity design.
Implementation of a full acousto‐optical model for rigorous simulation of cavity optomechanics based
on time‐harmonic transformation optics. We are dealing with the theoretical investigation and the
numerical implementation of a full‐wave model of the ElectroMagnetic‐Continuum Mechanics (EM‐CM)
coupled physics, in the frequency domain. A considerable advantage in using such an approach is that
we can consider both EM and mechanical losses of the medium, which represents a remarkable step
further with respect to the standard perturbative method.
Task 1.3. Device parameterization.
Transmission Line Models of the space‐time analysis for wave propagation. We describe a first full‐wave
model for the space‐time discretization of the acoustic wave equations by using the Transmission Line
Matrix (TLM) method as one step in preparation of Task 1.3 on device parametrization. This would also
provide a new or an alternative method for the study of phonon propagation as well as optomechanical
effects in Tasks 1.1 and 1.2.
In relation with WP2: Study on the possibility of coherent phonon generation and detection by
electrical means based on the excitation of surface acoustic waves (SAW) of piezoelectric materials. We
have started investigating the excitation of the SAW and the efficiency of its insertion into
nanowaveguide.
Submitted deliverables:
Deliverable D1.1 "Report on phonon propagation and mode conversion rules" in the frame of WP1
(Modeling and Theory) has been provided at M12.
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Main achievements:
 Tools for propagation of phonon and photons in nanobeam waveguides containing single and
coupled cavities
 Implementation of full acousto‐optic methods to simulate the optomechanic interactions inside
cavities.
 Transmission Line Models of the space‐time analysis for wave propagation.
Corrective actions:
N/A
4.2.2. WP2 Components (leader: ICN2)
Active tasks and work progress:
Task 2.1. Coherent Phonon sources. (CNR, ICN2, USTL, UPVL, VTT, MENAPic).
We have made an assessment of the different operating mechanisms to pump mechanical vibration in
the devices considering that the source should not be externally driven, i.e., it should not simply act as a
mere transducer. The two studied routes for achieving such a goal were back‐action induced phonon
pumping and self‐pulsing assisted phonon pumping:






For optomechanical back‐action, we resorted to placing the fibre on the mirror of the
optomechanical nanobeam, therefore hindering the self‐pulsing mechanism to be triggered and thus
giving enough room for achieving “phonon lasing” by the back‐action mechanism. This resulted in
obtaining “phonon lasing” at 5 GHz. Careful engineering of the devices will be required to control the
heat sinks independently from the position of the probing tapered fiber. This demonstrates that our
OM crystals are of enough high quality to be on the sideband resolved regime
On the self‐pulsing front, we tried at first to engineer the mechanical modes, to decrease the Q‐
factor of the low frequency, flexural modes. Unfortunately this approach reveals problematic
aspects since it affects even the high frequency modes we wish to use. Thermal decoherence rate
has been controlled using different means, namely by putting the device closer to the substrate
which acts as a heat sink, by using the fiber as a heat sink itself and by approaching a metallic tip to
the cavity region. This allowed to obtain “phonon lasing” up to 0.2 GHz and mechanical gain at 2.6
GHz. We have made numerical simulations to study the upper limits of the self‐pulsing frequency, if
any. We have concluded that it is indeed possible to increase the self‐pulsing frequency to the GHz
range, but this would require an increase on the optical quality factor of the cavities and a
subsequent increase on the free‐carrier relaxation and thermal relaxation rates. To succeed on this
task, we could resort to using a different silicon material rather than the commercial one used in SOI
wafers. VTT and UPVL were able to grow and fabricate devices made of nanocrystalline silicon (nc‐
Si), which show competitive quality factors and a rather larger thermo‐optic coefficients and free‐
carrier generation rates. Once optimized, the custom made material could allow for a full control of
the device to substrate distance, dramatically improving the heat dissipation rate of the devices.
Devices have been fabricated by UPVL (SOI) and UPVL‐VTT (nc‐SOI wafers) and characterized by
ICN2. More details on the previous studies will be reported in the M12 deliverable D2.1.
The third possible approach to obtain a coherent phonon source is the Phonon Parametric Oscillator
(PPO). For the realization of the PPO, several possible material systems have been identified. In
particular, a first possible device based on Si is proposed by MENAPiC. Due to the low acoustic
attenuation and the high longitudinal speed of sound in Si, the proposed device is easy‐to‐fabricate
(large cavity thickness values) and is suitable for room‐temperature operation. VTT, CNR and
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MENAPiC will discuss about the fabrications steps. The APiC™ technique will be used for the device
characterization.
Task 2.2. Coherent Phonon Detector (CNR, ICN2, USTL, UPVL, VTT, MENAPic).
We have started integrating phonon detectors with Surface Acoustic Waves (SAW) which could act as a
coherent sources of phonons, as foresee in the project task description. To this end we fabricated
optomechanical crystals coupled with SAWs in piezoelectric materials (GaAs) (CNR) which are currently
under test. At the same time, we started to develop a reliable technology for combining InterDigitated
Transducers (IDTs) SAW‐launchers and a silicon photonic platform. Preliminary tests of nc‐Si grown
directly on LiNbO3 and subsequently patterned is under investigation (UPVL, CNR). Further, the option
of processing AlN‐based IDTs on a full silicon platform is under investigation (VTT, design by USTL,
UPM).
Task 2.3. Phonon processing device (CNR, ICN2, USTL, UPVL, VTT, MENAPic).
This activity started on M6 and includes different subtasks:
Waveguides: A preliminary design of a phonon waveguide coupled with IDTs is in progress (USTL). This
basic design will be the base on which further functionalities will be implemented (i.e., splitters,
combiners, etc).
OM feedback stabilization: First batch of mechanically coupled optomechanical nanobeams have been
fabricated by UPVL and are currently under test at ICN2 (see section 4.1.3. for more details).
Memories: We are exploring the possibility of using bistability in optomechanical nanobeams as a way
to store information (ICN2, see D2.1).
RF phonon processing: Together with the idea of using the IDTs as phonon sources, we are designing a
way to use the same technology to add phonon processing functionalities. Investigation of Mach‐Zender
configuration is ongoing. The main goal is to understand the phase shift induced by a SAW on the
phonon propagating on one of the Mach‐Zender arms.
VTT has produced alternative substrates for which nc‐Si films are prepared on top of a silicon dioxide
layer. The benefits are that the layer thicknesses can be chosen freely, the stress can be tuned to be
slightly on the tensile side and the low price of the nc‐SOI wafers. OM cavities were fabricated on the
first batch of the nc‐SOI substrates by UVP and the devices were characterised by ICN2. The results are
promising as the behaviour is similar to that of OM cavities fabricated on SOI substrates. The properties
of the nc‐Si films can be tuned by varying the nc‐Si layer properties, the annealing temperature and
time, leaving plenty of room for optimisation.
Main achievements:
Sources: obtained room temperature “phonon lasing” at 5 GHz (optomechanical back‐action) and at 0.2
GHz (self‐pulsing). Mechanical amplification at 2.6 GHz has been also demonstrated using self‐pulsing.
Detectors: Realization of photonic crystals on piezoelectric materials (GaAs).
Submitted deliverables:
D2.1 “Progress report on coherent phonon sources” (Responsible: ICN2): this report will be delivered by
M12.
Corrective actions:
N/A
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4.2.3. WP3 Integration & Validation (leader: UPV)
Active tasks and work progress:
Task 3.1. Integrated light coupling. (UPV, VTT, CNR, ICN2).
In this task, started on M7, two configurations for driving OM cavities via integrated waveguides are
under investigation: lateral evanescent coupling by a parallel waveguide and direct in‐line coupling. UPV
has fabricated several samples with direct in‐inline coupling to different kinds of 1D photonic crystal
cavities. In general, we were able to observe experimentally the photonic bandgap resulting from the
1D nanostructuring, but apart from the cases of cavities with low Q factor (~1000) the noise level did
not allow us to see remarkable transmission peaks within the gap. In other words, large insertion losses
(from fibre to waveguide and induced by the photonic crystal mirrors surrounding the cavities) avoided
the excitation of the expected cavity modes with output power above the noise level (‐50 dBm). Due to
this reason, we have decided to move to lateral evanescent coupling, though in this case we have the
limitation that the cavity width cannot be too large in order to ensure a suitable field overlapping with
the waveguide mode. Noticeably, the designs of OM cavities that UPV is developing within WP1 and
WP2 are highly suitable for lateral coupling. A first sample including several cavities and grating couplers
for light injection/extraction is under fabrication at the UPV clean‐room.
Task 3.2. Mode conversion (ICN2, UPV, CNR, VTT).
Fabrication and test of an output coupler mirror for optimum extraction of phonons from the cavity
while preserving a high enough optical Q. Fabrication and test of an input coupling for incoming
propagating modes to the OM cavity‐based detectors. We will fabricate and test mode converters to
couple to passive components such as splitters and circulators.
CNR is investigating how to achieve optimal coupling between Lamb waves (excited by Surface Acoustic
Waves or other coherent phonon sources) and localized mechanical modes in an OM crystal to increase
the efficiency of phonon detectors developed in WP2.
ICN2 has experimentally investigated the minimum mirror cell number that ensures phonon lasing.
Three different mirror lengths have been studied with 5, 10 and 20 cells. Mechanical quality factors of
high and low frequency modes are not affected at room temperature and all of them show mechanical
lasing at similar powers. This means that, even if there is some mechanical leaking to a waveguide, it
will be negligible in comparison with the dominant losses mechanisms.
Task 3.3. Phonon loss mechanisms. Assessment and minimization. (VTT, ICN2, USTL).
Screening of the limiting factors of the phonon quality factor for NOMS. Identification of possible
solutions like different material combinations compatible with silicon and stress incorporation to the
device design. VTT fabrication of stressed devices. ICN2 characterization. ICN2, USTL, and UNIVPM
theoretical modelling.
ICN2 has characterized mechanical quality factors of one‐dimensional optomechanical photonic crystals
at room temperature. Two different material platforms have been studied, namely, monocrystalline
Silicon and nanocrystalline Silicon. Localized modes show quality factors of about 103 in both cases,
limited by phonon‐phonon‐ scattering mechanisms with high‐frequency phonons that are thermally
populated. Low frequency mechanical modes, which are not confined in the cavity region, show quality
factors that are dominated by thermo‐elastic mechanisms, limiting their values to few hundreds.
Task 3.4. Proof‐of‐concept of an optically‐driven phononic circuit (ICN2, VTT, UPVLC, CNR, UNIVPM,
USTL, MENAPiC)
To start at M21.
Main achievements:
 Agreement on the final technological platform to implement the PHENOMEN devices: OM circuits on
released Si membranes using also AlN IDTs for electrical injection and detection of coherent
phonons.
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Submitted deliverables:
D3.2 “Pre‐selection of components for an optically‐driven phononic circuit” (Responsible: UPV): this
report will be delivered by M12.
Corrective actions:
UPV: as already noticed in D4.7, we had some problems when fabricating the samples with integrated
light coupling because of imperfect release of the membranes. This issue has been fixed but it has
resulted in a delay in the T3.1 activities that we expect to correct during the second year of the project.
No effects on the final project results can be foreseen.
4.2.4. WP Management & Dissemination
4.2.4.1 Management
4.2.4.1.1 Coordination activities
 Submission of four deliverables (D1.1, D2.1, D3.2 and D4.8).
 Organization of Consortium Meeting (Helsinki, 4th & 5th of May 2017).
 Organization of Webex Consortium Meeting (3rd of July 2017).
 Consortium agreement of the IAB members composition.
Status:
The work performed during the 1st Reporting Period (M1‐M12) follows the original plan. No deviations
reported. Only the invitations to the selected members of the Industrial Advisory Board have to be
sent.
During the period M7‐M12, 8 deliverables were due as it summarized in the table below:

4.2.4.2 Use of resources and financial statements
The use of staff effort as the use of funding for this period was correct. A complete review with the data
updated at the end of 1st Reporting Period will be presented in the 1st Periodic Report.
4.2.4.3 Dissemination
The private part of the project website has been updated. All the documents related to the project and
presented during the Project Meetings as well as templates and deliverables have been uploaded.
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In the period from M7 to M12, partners presented PHENOMEN results in several international
conferences and invited lectures. Five articles have been published. These are listed at the end of each
partner activity report.

5. Conclusions
Overall, there has been a very good progress in most fronts. Initial recruitment delays have by and large
been solved as have the acquisition of key equipment.
There are technical challenges but solutions are being proposed and some of these are already
successfully implemented.
The consortium has met three times and kept in regular contact in between meetings to align the work
and discuss new options whereas necessary or when new ideas emerge.
Publications are beginning to emerge and training of young researchers is an intense activity in the
consortium.
The plans for the coming months are explicitly mentioned and there are very good grounds to be
optimistic about the progress in PHENOMEN.
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